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Stay or Go? - Roma, Brexit and European Freedom of Movement  
Colin Clark 
Abstract 
The spectre of Brexit has raised issues of concern for Roma communities living and working 
in Scotland and other parts of the UK. The effective ending of freedom of movement has 
produced new uncertainties and insecurities for people living outside their EU countries of 
origin, especially for those who are racialised and stigmatised by ‘hostile environment’ 
policies. Brexit is best understood as both a process and effect of everyday bordering as well 
as a continuation of historically embedded structural divisions. This paper looks at everyday 
Roma life in Glasgow, via the work of the NGO Romano Lav (Roma Voice), to assess how 
Brexit is impacting on people’s lives. Further, the paper examines how Scotland can best 
move forward in terms of independence and the European project. It is argued that a 
second independence referendum that gives full political independence to Scotland is the 
only way to secure future EU membership.  
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Introduction  
The UK is leaving the European Union this evening. Those are words I had 
hoped never to have to write. Not least because an overwhelming majority 
of people in Scotland did not vote for this. Scotland is a proud European 
nation and I profoundly regret the UK’s decision to leave. The European 
Union has brought together like-minded, independent nations on equal 
terms to work together for the mutual benefit of all our citizens.... I believe 
that Scotland has the right to choose its own future and that the best 
option for Scotland is to be an independent country, in the EU. In the 
meantime we will stand shoulder to shoulder with the rest of Europe 
around our shared values and interests.  
– Nicola Sturgeon (First Minister’s Letter to Europe, January 31st, 2020) 
Since at least June 24th, 2016 - the day after the European Union (EU) Referendum vote - 
there has been a lot of public discussion in the United Kingdom (UK), and across other parts 
of Europe, about what will happen when ‘Brexit’ arrives. The debates have raged 24/7; 
often heated, contested and vexed. It has been a deeply uneasy and unsettling time, not 
least for the nearly four million EU citizens who live and work in the UK. However, some 
certainty has now arrived, with Brexit confirmed when the UK formally withdrew from the 
EU at 11pm on January 31st, 2020. We will now discover what the political realities and 
material consequences of the ‘leave’ decision in the EU Referendum will entail. As 
acknowledged in her open letter to Europe, the First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon, suggests this 
is not a situation that the majority of people in Scotland voted for and other options will 




now have to be examined to ensure that an independent Scotland might play an active role 
in the European project moving forwards. 
The focus of this paper is an examination of the implications and consequences for freedom 
of movement of EU nationals, especially for Roma minority communities living and working 
in the UK, with a focused view from the geography of Govanhill in Glasgow. This paper 
traces how some Slovak, Polish and Romanian Roma families have started to think about, 
plan for, and respond to the possible futures that lie in wait for them and where they might 
find themselves, geographically, economically and socially. It also details some of the 
everyday concerns, anxieties and barriers that the communities are now facing in a post-
Brexit Britain. To ‘stay or go’ is a question asked by many Roma families in Scotland right 
now. The paper argues that Brexit can be understood in two broad ways: firstly, as a process 
and effect of prolonged, deeply rooted, maintained and normalised ‘everyday bordering’ 
that is defined by ‘race’, nationality and welfare conditionality as well as, secondly, a post-
Brexit strengthening of exisiting social divisions along the racialised practices established by 
such bordering. 
The paper also looks at the wider ‘place’ of Scotland in Europe and how it positions itself as 
part of the ‘European project’. During the Brexit debates, we witnessed elements of both 
civic and ethnic nationalism being embraced, especially by the Scottish National Party (SNP), 
to illustrate supposed political differences with England. The position of this paper is quite 
clear: it will be argued that in order to try and protect freedom of movement after Brexit 
Scotland must: a) secure its political independence from the rest of the UK and b) negotiate 
a secure place back in the heart of the European project as a full and independent member 
of the EU.  
How did it come to all this? Are we destined for a future of cultural and political isolation, 
economic impoverishment and intellectual harm if Scotland does not seek independence? 
The Irish journalist and commentator Fintan O’Toole (2018) argued that Brexit has starkly 
illustrated how lies have become truth, the oppressor now presents as the oppressed and 
an openly populist and xenophobic English nationalism is a force that now dares to speak its 
name. These factors all need to be considered for how they impact on those individuals and 
families at the sharp end of a divided Brexit politics – what of Roma and their freedom of 
movement? 
Freedom of Movement and Brexit  
What is meant by ‘freedom of movement’, in the European context, and what is its 
relationship to Brexit? In its broadest sense, freedom of movement, or the rights to mobility 
and travel, can be regarded as a human rights concept and practice that enables individuals 
and families to move from one location to another within a given country or territory and to 
also leave that country and then return to it (Mindus, 2017). Such a right to mobility is not 
just confined to travel for short visits but may include brief or extended periods of residence 
as well as working in different territories with associated, often limited, social and economic 
rights (Bruzelius, 2019). Freedom of movement, for example, is enshrined in Article 13 of 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights although it is, in practice, restricted in several 




ways by Governments - such as via immigration and bordering regimes, as well as public 
health and safety orders (Benson, 2019). 
In a European context, via the structures and agencies of the European Union, freedom of 
movement takes on a very particular form and meaning, and this carries with it an 
associated set of differing public attitudes: it can be seen as both an ‘opportunity’ and a 
‘threat’ depending on who you ask, and how you ask them (Vasilopoulou and Talving, 2019). 
For residents within member states of the EU, their citizenship entitles them to free 
movement within EU internal borders. Such a right was established via a succession of 
Treaties and Directives such as the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (1957), 
Treaty on European Union (better known as The Maastricht Treaty) (1992) as well as the 
European Parliament and Council Directive 2004/38/EC (2004). In short, at least in theory, 
freedom of movement has been viewed as the ‘cornerstone’ of Union citizenship. However, 
even the European Parliament acknowledges this is not unproblematic: ‘Notwithstanding 
the importance of this right, substantial implementation obstacles persist, 10 years after the 
deadline for implementation of the Directive.’ (Marzocchi, 2020: np). This acknowledgment 
of the ‘obstacles’ or difficulties in securing freedom of movement within the internal 
borders of the EU is intensified when assessing how Roma families, and other migrant, 
marginalised or stigmatised groups, have sought to operationalise their formal and 
substantive rights to mobility – the ‘gears’ of EU citizenship can work in unhelpful ways 
(Juverdeanu, 2019).  
As Sardelić (2019: 139) argues, EU freedom of movement should be defended on a 
‘normative as well as practical level’. However, this ‘freedom’ as a legal right can fall short 
when examined as a substantive social justice reality for certain minority ethnic groups 
trying to move across European borders. Indeed, the debates around Brexit have illustrated 
that such freedoms need to be viewed outside just a European territory perspective and 
placed within a broader transnational, global setting. This is especially true when examining 
the situation of Roma communities and their engagement with travel and mobility within, 
and outside, European borders. Indeed, a recent study by Tileaga, Aldridge and Popoviciu 
(2019) has illustrated that from a UK perspective there are a number of ‘drivers and 
challenges’ when looking at Roma migration within the EU, not least issues of media and 
political representation where such groups are regarded as ‘welfare tourists’ or ‘abusing’ EU 
freedom of movement ‘privileges’ (Kostka, 2019). In an immediate and longer-term post-
Brexit world, it is likely that such ‘challenges’ on human rights will be pushed to the 
boundaries. 
It has been suggested that the ending of freedom of movement after Brexit is ‘reckless’ and 
will contribute to an intensification of the ‘hostile environment’ policies that former Home 
Secretary (2010-2016) and Prime Minister (2016-2019) Theresa May promoted during her 
respective tenure of those two offices, whether by design, accident or default (Burrell and 
Schweyher (2019). In the case of migrants from across central and Eastern Europe (CEE) 
living in Britain, including Roma families, there appears to be evidence to show a hardening 
of already ingrained and damaging attitudes. Practices of everyday ‘welfare bordering’ and a 
range of measures to add unnecessary complexity to family life via policies arising from a 
desire to inculcate a ‘hostile environment’ are present and a reality for CEE and other 
migrants – even those with the supposed ‘protection’ of ‘whiteness’, such as Polish migrants 




(Guentner, Lukes, Stanton, Vollmer and Wilding, 2016). Of course, the material and 
psychological impact has been felt by some communities more than others, dependent on 
respective socio-economic situations. Welfare conditionality aspects, as well as degrees of 
‘settlement’ across all areas of life, including access to regular work, health and well-being, 
children being in school and other indicators are foregrounded here (Dwyer, Scullion, Jones 
and Stewart, 2019). 
In a post-Brexit Britain, aspects of the ‘four freedoms’ - the free movement of goods, 
capital, services and labour across the EU - will be redundant and expendable. This is 
especially true for the movement of labour – that is, people – and the attack on freedom of 
movement cuts across conceptual, legal and political terrains. Floris de Witte (2019) has 
argued that freedom of movement should be defended and is resolutely tied to questions of 
EU citizenship. Indeed, such a defence can be positioned more broadly in relation to how 
the individual is connected or not connected to the nation state and how we think of justice 
in relation to democracy. A defence of free movement, for example, can assist in detaching 
us from the quirks of ‘community of fate’ that serves to buttress exclusion and securitise 
everyday bordering (Menéndez and Olsen, 2020). Further, freedom of movement has been 
further problematised in the post-2008 financial climate. A politicised connection was made 
between preserving a ‘sustainable’ welfare state for (immobile) citizens and trying to 
dissuade or exclude (mobile) migrants who were intent on moving across internal EU 
borders and settling and accessing support and services in their chosen destination state 
(Lamour, 2019). The next section looks at exactly these matters in relation to Roma 
communities who have settled in Glasgow. How have their lives and livelihoods been 
impacted by Brexit? What does the future hold?  
Brexit and Roma Life in Glasgow  
As I have documented elsewhere, Roma families and communities from several central and 
Eastern European countries have left their countries of origin and made Glasgow their ‘new’ 
home for many years now (Clark, 2014; 2016; 2018a). Although there are clear historical 
patterns of Roma migration and settlement prior to the mid-2000s, mainly as asylum-
seekers and refugees, there was a rise in numbers travelling across European borders 
following periods of EU enlargement in 2004 and in 2007. The reasons for such family 
movement to different parts of Britain are varied and complex and cannot be reduced to 
just one single aspect or dimension (Smith, 2018). However, several common themes are 
apparent, including insecurity and a fundamental lack of trust and faith in the institutions of 
CEE home states, as well as a firm belief that a permanent or semi-permanent move ‘West’ 
will give their children a chance to thrive and receive the mainstream education they 
deserve, rather than being segregated into ‘special classes’ (Sime, Fassetta and McClung, 
2018). Indeed, in this way Roma families are no different to most other migrant 
communities who enact their mobility to escape racism and discrimination in their countries 
of origin, as well as embracing new opportunities and challenges in destination countries. At 
face value, there is a high degree of sameness and familiarity, rather than uniqueness, in 
approaches to migration and settlement undertaken by Roma and other EU nationals. It is 
never something that is undertaken lightly or without due consideration; Roma mobility 
tends to be planned, strategic and deliberate – as in the case of Romanian Roma who have 
travelled West after EU accession (Matras and Leggio, 2017). This is a familiar narrative 




across the field of migration studies more broadly, and it is equally apparent in the case of 
Glasgow and the Roma families who have moved to the city (Guma, 2019). 
Nonetheless, it has been argued that Roma migration in Europe has aspects to it that can 
perhaps best be viewed and addressed via the critical lens of ‘race’, neoliberalism and Anti-
Gypsyism (Kóczé, 2018). For example, by examining public, academic, policy and political 
debates in Italy and France, Kóczé argues that racialised discourses and broader neoliberal 
social and political forces seek to deliberately identify Roma as ‘other’ and to normalise 
their exclusion and isolation through a means of biopolitically securitising borders and 
tightening access to state resources (van Baar, Ivasiuc and Kreide, 2019). Such a critical lens 
has also been employed in the local context of Glasgow via the recent work of Mullen 
(2018) who argues that the media and political coverage of the communities reflects 
outsider ‘fears’ of the location (Govanhill) as much as it does about the community itself 
(Roma). Such ‘place-based racialisation’ can lead to an entirely unhelpful situation whereby 
the complex issues and day-to-day challenges faced by families in a bounded local territory 
metamorphosise into problems of and with the community itself – ‘the Roma problem’. In 
this sense, underlying spatial and structural issues connected to noise, dirt, overcrowding, 
infestation and the like are attached - with subjective and racialised blame - to a specific 
stigmatized migrant community rather than being viewed as issues that have a deep history 
and an overarching attachment to the space, geography and inhabitants more generally 
(Wacquant, 2007).  
What of everyday life for Roma families and how has Brexit impacted on the communities in 
Glasgow? Outside of my University ‘day job’ I am a Trustee and volunteer for Romano Lav 
(Roma Voice). This small, grassroots charity was established by Marcela Adamova and other 
Roma community members in Govanhill back in 2011, mainly as a focal point for promoting 
Roma justice, social inclusion and intercultural dialogue in the local area and across Scotland 
(Romano Lav, 2019a). It is in this context and through various local meetings, events and 
engagements that a topic of conversation even before the EU Referendum in 2016 was 
Brexit. Indeed, it would be more accurate to say that issues of belonging, identity, 
citizenship - that is, staying or having to leave Scotland - were first raised during the earlier 
Scottish Independence Referendum in September 2014. These conversations at public 
events illustrated that contrary to popular belief, members of the Roma community were 
aware, engaged and concerned with political events in Scotland and wanted to be heard. As 
an example, Penha (2014) has captured the essence of what was discussed at two meetings 
in August 2014 at Govanhill Baths where younger and older members of the Slovakian, 
Romanian and Polish Roma communities talked about their feelings on Scottish 
Independence and the then forthcoming Referendum. On one hand Francisca (age 16 from 
Slovakia) said that  ‘I will vote Yes because maybe it will be better for Scotland and will arise 
more jobs‘ whereas Ronaldo (age 18 from Slovakia) said he would vote no as ‘I don´t know 
what will happen after. I am scared.’ The meetings demonstrated that political debate was 
happening and information about voter registration was being shared and circulating about 
the Referendum, as well as the potential implications of both Yes and No vote outcomes.  
Of course, a major difference between the Scottish Independence Referendum in 
September 2014 and the EU Referendum held in June 2016 was that in the latter 
Referendum the vast majority of Roma in Scotland, like most other European migrant 




communities, were not entitled to vote. In various Romano Lav meetings in the run-up to 
June 2016, I recall trying to explain the distinction between the two Referendums to 
community members in terms of who could and who could not take part in the forthcoming 
Brexit vote. This was not an easy task and the apparent inequity was sensed and felt by 
many people who were immediately worried about what might happen if the UK left the EU, 
both in immediate and practical terms, as well as a deep-rooted fear over increased racism, 
hostility and overt prejudice towards European migrants. As McKenna (2019) argues, Brexit 
and xenophobia are inextricably intertwined and not issues that can be ignored by Scotland. 
He specifically mentions the Roma communities in Glasgow and urges support and solidarity 
in the face of an anti-migrant backlash. Such fears and uncertainties over the future have 
also been discussed by Vickers (2019) in a broader British context and notes the work of 
charities, such as the Roma Support Group in London, who report that numerous Roma 
individuals and families are encountering problems with their applications for ‘Settled 
Status’ in the UK due to a lack of appropriate documentation, English language issues, digital 
illiteracy and access to suitable technology (Shallice, 2019).  
To date, most Roma families are still playing a waiting game in Glasgow and across Britain 
more generally. The recent ethnographic work of Rachel Humphris has vividly documented 
the impact that such stasis, especially with the Home Office and other agencies of the 
welfare state, can have on Roma family life and the disruptive aspects this causes to lives 
and livelihoods (Humphris, 2019). Indeed, as far back as October 2016, immediately after 
the EU referendum vote, it was noted by an Institute for Public Policy Research report that a 
‘triple whammy’ of challenges would be faced by Roma communities moving forwards 
(Morris, 2016). These challenges included:  
1, legal uncertainty in Britain regarding rights of residency;  
2, vulnerability and stigma as minority group facing persecution and discrimination 
in Britain, in terms of being victims of a notable spike in hate crime (Albert, 2019);  
3, with the ending of EU funding for Roma integration even worse financial 
destitution was most likely.  
Fast forward from 2016 to 2020 and these predictions have been borne out. The IPPR study 
was also useful in the sense that it focused on the important role for Local Authorities in 
terms of resolving some of the aforementioned challenges at an early stage, as part of a 
broader mainstreamed approach to mitigating the impact of Brexit in local communities 
(Morris, 2016). It is highly debatable if Local Authorities were effective in playing a 
preventative role in terms of post-Brexit contingency planning, given austerity cuts and 
everyday budget pressures (MacLeod and Jones, 2018).  
Via the grassroots work of Romano Lav and research evidence gathered from Govanhill, one 
example illustrates some of the stark issues that are playing out regarding stigmatisation, 
mobility, residency rights and removals from Britain (Romano Lav, 2019b). In its submission 
to the Scottish Government Equal Opportunities Committee, the charity noted a disturbing 
trend regarding the Home Office adopting processes of so-called ‘voluntary return’ towards, 
specifically, Romanian Roma. A spike in removals, immigration patrols and other forms of 




Police monitoring and surveillance tactics in Govanhill during 2017-2018 led Romano Lav to 
lay charges of racial profiling and illegal enforced removals against the Home Office. It was 
discovered that these tactics were formalised via ‘Operation Mighty’ as it was known 
(Butterly, 2018). Welfare rights workers, community organisations and local residents in 
Govanhill noticed this activity by the Home Office, the Police and other agencies and 
reported concerns to Romano Lav, who had also received direct reports from the families of 
Romanian Roma who had been subjected to such treatment at Brand Street Immigration 
Centre and questioned, under caution, without a solicitor or interpreter present, about their 
immigration, employment and benefits status (Stewart, 2017). Further, Romano Lav 
received reports of detentions of Romanian Roma at Dungavel, often women picked up 
whilst resource gathering (‘begging’) in Glasgow city centre, as well as Romanian Roma 
being denied entry to Britain at Scottish airports, especially if unable to produce written 
employment contracts, in itself not a reason to deny entry (Romano Lav, 2019b). This 
situation led to fears amongst the Romanian Roma community about their future in 
Glasgow.  
Brexit, Scotland and a European Future? 
...Scotland is your home, you are welcome here, and you are valued. You 
play a crucial role in Scotland’s economy and public services. You are a vital 
part of Scotland not just for the skills and talent you bring to our country 
but also the diversity and richness you bring to our culture and 
communities.  
– Nicola Sturgeon (First Minister’s Letter to EU Citizens, April 5th, 2019)  
Although 62% of EU referendum voters in Scotland wanted to remain in the EU, this fact 
made no difference to the UK eventually leaving, even with an SNP surge in both the 
European elections and UK General Election held in 2019 (McDougall, 2019). So, what role 
will Scotland now play in a post-Brexit UK and Europe? How will Scotland ensure that 
marginalised communities, such as the Roma, feel safe and secure moving forwards? Given 
Brexit only formally happened on January 31st, 2020 it is too early to speculate on this. 
However, there is some evidence to suggest that Scottish independence - rejected by 55% 
of voters in 2014 - might now be a (majority) possibility. To begin with, in her open letter of 
April 5th, 2019 addressed to EU citizens living and working in Scotland, Nicola Sturgeon was 
clear that such individuals and families are welcomed and valued in their new home. This 
letter followed a previous letter published on July 6th, 2016 where the First Minister had 
also discussed the result of the EU referendum and the uncertainty and worry it would 
understandably bring to EU citizens who had come to Scotland with at least some hope of a 
secure future (Sturgeon, 2016). However, it must be said that public political reassurances 
from the First Minister are one thing, but what can practically happen to guarantee such 
words and transform them into accountable socio-legal and policy actions, especially when 
the actions at Holyrood are constrained by Westminster? 
In terms of evidence regarding themes of uncertainty and security, Godin and Sigona 
(2019) have suggested that EU families regard themselves as being made to feel more 
welcome in Scotland when compared to other parts of the UK, as part of a ‘national 




community’ North of the border. Interestingly, many of the respondents and participants in 
focus groups organised by the researchers also reported Scotland to ‘feel’ like a less 
‘hostile environment’ than England and a safer place to raise children and plan a future, 
inspired by the letters previously mentioned authored by the First Minister. These 
comments by Nicola Sturgeon left a ‘positive and lasting mark’ for respondents (Godin and 
Sigona, 2019). This work dovetails, but also contrasts, with the work of Naomi Tyrrell and 
colleagues who have recently examined the experiences of young people from Central and 
Eastern Europe living in Britain  who have encountered overt racism and prejudice 
following the Brexit result, including interviewees in Scotland (Tyrrell, Sime, Kelly and 
McMellon, 2019). In many ways, it is the ‘what next?’ question that dominates the 
discussion here amongst EU citizens in Scotland and the indications are that perhaps the 
era of ‘wait and see’, the norm between the period 2016 and 2020, is now coming to an 
end. Decisions about whether to ‘stay or go’ need to be made soon, not least in relation to 
applying for Settled Status before June 30, 2021 when the scheme officially closes.  
 
Politically, as one would expect, things are shifting quickly. A recent intervention from the 
new EU ambassador to the UK, João Vale de Almeida, specifically mentioned the situation of 
the Roma, as well as prisoners, older people and other groups “outside of the mainstream” 
who will require additional support to remain in the UK after Brexit (Boffey, 2020). This is 
especially relevant in Scotland as the First Minister’s constituency is in the Govanhill area of 
Glasgow, where the majority of Roma in Scotland live. Occasionally, in the recent past, this 
connection between the First Minister and her constituency area of Govanhill has been 
luridly exploited by certain newspapers and the Roma have been collectively used as a 
means to target Sturgeon and query broader SNP governance and ‘competency to rule’ 
(see, for example, the reporting of The Times, via Horne, 2017). Vale de Almeida raised the 
scenario of what happens to those individuals who, for whatever reason, do not apply for 
settled status before the June 30, 2021 deadline. Although initially a hardline view was 
taken by some senior figures in the Westminster Government, such as Brandon Lewis when 
he was Security Minister who suggested deportations would occur soon after the deadline, 
the Home Office has since softened its current position suggesting more flexibility for 
delayed or late applications (Boffey, 2020). However, positions shift rapidly and given the 
overwhelming result of 2019 UK General Election this softer position towards ‘at risk’ EU 
populations, including Roma, cannot be guaranteed by a dominant Conservative Party.  
 
Conclusion 
To ‘stay or go’ has been one of the main topics of conversation in Govanhill for the last four 
years amongst the Roma families staying in the area. This has not been a straightforward or 
easy process to discuss with stress and anxiety evident. Family life has been disrupted, no 
doubt, but life goes on and the day-to-day activities of earning a living, going to school and 
looking after the family continues in a fragile and heightened state of uncertainty. In this 
sense, the situation of the Roma is not that different from other EU nationalities who are 
also waiting to see what will happen next and what they will do. This paper has reviewed 
the situation of Roma communities in Scotland who are currently living under the spectre of 
Brexit. A waiting game, until recently, has been played by families already living in Scotland. 
Through the committed work of Romano Lav, we know that some extended families have 
opted to enact their agency and return to their former homes in Slovakia, Romania, Poland, 




Bulgaria and other central and Eastern European states. This is no surprise. It is difficult, 
psychologically speaking, to stay somewhere if you are made to feel unwelcome on a day-
to-day basis (Guma and Jones, 2019). The pressure and tensions can build up, it is easier just 
to pack up and leave. In a sense, it is a form of reclaiming power to decide to leave 
yourselves, as a family, rather than waiting for a knock on the door and be deported by the 
authorities. Indeed, despite the overarching narrative and mythology, we know that racism 
exists in Scotland and that it exists in Govanhill, including evidence of it being directed 
towards the Roma (Clark, 2018b). 
But it isn’t just a question of leaving. Other families, since the EU referendum in 2016, have 
continued to arrive in Scotland – the message from family members already established 
here has been to ‘get in quick’ before the borders are closed and freedom of movement 
across the EU is a distant memory. We have noted earlier in the discussion some issues in 
this regard for Romanian Roma in particular, struggling to get past immigration control at 
Glasgow airport (‘Operation Mighty’) and others still, already in Scotland, being held at 
Dungavel and subjected to ‘voluntary return’. For most families, it is still a case of trying to 
gather the required evidence - from over five years at least - to apply for settled status and 
grappling with an App that is not as user-friendly as the government contends. Applying to 
stay in a country you have called home for some years has not been easy on many levels, 
emotionally, practically, technologically, as the Roma Support Group in London has 
evidenced (Godin and Calin Bica, 2019). It was argued in the paper that Brexit in many ways 
represented a sense of continuity; a process involving forms of racialised ‘everyday 
bordering’ that families have become used to. However, such bordering will likely worsen 
already entrenched social divisions in post-Brexit realities and under a new immigration 
system. 
Ultimately, what price is to be paid for ‘Brexit meaning Brexit’? This paper has touched on 
issues relating to freedom of movement and how this is impacted by the UK’s withdrawal 
from the EU. In short, this freedom has ended, effectively, and we are facing a new 
economic and political reality that is unknown and unfamiliar: the unveiling of a new points-
based immigration regime was announced by the government in February 2020 (Kettle, 
2020). Politically, the place of Scotland in relation to Europe after Brexit has also been 
examined in this paper. It is suggested that in order to retain freedom of movement, and 
play a role in the European project, a second Scottish independence referendum is essential 
(Dickie, 2020). There has been a clear shift, politically speaking, and this is a timely moment 
to consider the options and steer the agenda towards a divorce from the UK and 
independent membership of the EU. Indeed, recent polls place support for Scottish 
Independence at 52% in favour of Yes (Learmonth, 2020). As Nicola Sturgeon suggested in 
her January 2020 letter to Europe, hopefully ‘a light has been left on for’ Scotland by the EU 
and this should be welcomed by the people of Scotland, including EU citizens calling 
Scotland their home. The protection of freedom of movement and EU membership, as well 
as offering a safe place to live for Roma communities, is now explicitly tied to Scotland’s 
future as an independent country. 
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